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Chapter 261: A shower of affection on an uninterested party 

 

Unable to marry such a talented woman such as Bai Ruoqi, the Third Prince already felt quite unlucky. 

Unexpectedly an even worse outcome was presented to him. And that was to wed that wastrel! 

The Third Prince frowned and looked to his handsome second elder brother. A light bulb lit up. 

He patted Li Moying’s shoulder and said: “Second brother, why are you not trying your chance and 

marry Third Young Miss Bai? People like Third Young Miss Bai with status, beauty and dowry are rare! 

Handsome and beautiful, of all our brothers, you two make a perfect match! 

The Third Prince shuffled to Li Moying’s side, seeming to whisper when in fact, his voice was audible and 

everyone could clearly his words. 

His words held intentional sinister tones. 

In fact, this was to remind the Emperor and Imperial Empress, there was a more suitable candidate for 

Huang Yueli. Quickly give Li Moying to her and prevent future detrimental after effects! 

These words, on the surface it complimented the two people, while secretly implying both only possess 

a good looking face. Apart from this, they had nothing. So they suit each other the most! 

What kind of person is Li Moying? How could he possibly miss that hint. 

His pair of fierce eyes swept over the Third Prince without notice, inwardly sneering. Simply did not 

know the circumstances! 

But the Third Prince said that he and the little fox were the perfect match! 

In light of this comment, he will spare him today! 

Li Moying’s beautifully shaped lips, along with his slender fingers gently knocked the table top. In a flat 

tone, he said: “Even if I am willing to marry, Third Young Miss Bai….may not be willing! ” 

Although he spoke casually, his heart was secretly anticipating the result. 

If these two could really establish a marriagement engagement… 

Of course, this was his innermost wish… 

Sure enough, when Huang Yueli heard this, she immediately interrupted him. 

“Of course I do not want to! My daddy said that my agreement is with His Royal Highness the Crown 

Prince! 

This little heartless little girl! 

Li Moying almost gripped the chopsticks in his hands to be broken! 



Although he also knew that Huang Yueli did not intentionally go against him, but to achieve her other 

motives. 

However, to hear her disdain for him and refuse to consider the slightest possibility of a marriage with 

him but another man! 

This feeling, it created unspeakable agony! 

Only God knew in that instant, he had an illusion, secretly holding his breath in hopes that the little fox 

will smile bashfully while agreeing to marry him. 

The Crown Prince’s pride was satisfied. Heart happy, he deliberately faced Li Moying and laughed: 

“Second brother, I am sorry. I did not hold intentions of stealing from you, truly did not expect, Third 

Young Miss Bai would be so persistent…….” 

Such a pretty little beauty, insistent of marrying him, and doing her utmost to go against her heaven 

given talented cousin… 

The Crown Prince naturally misunderstood her intentions. He assumed Huang Yueli was quite dedicated 

towards him. He could not help but feel lucky. 

But he also knew, if Huang Yueli must marry him, he could not disappoint either beauty. Presumably 

after giving her the position of First Side Concubine, she will be flattered to the point of tears… 

Li Moying clenched his hands into a fist as his eyes coldly shone. He restrained the impulse to beat the 

Crown Prince up. 

His little fox, was she someone that Li Mojun could hold any intentions towards to? 

Chapter 262: Merely the fourth realm! 

 

When she saw the embarrassed flush on the Emperor’s face, the Imperial Empress knew she that she 

had to take on the role of the antagonist. 

She immediately said: “Li girl, you seem to have misunderstood something. Or……..perhaps Bai Liufeng 

recalled incorrectly! The agreement between the Bai Liufeng and the Emperor is true in its rights, but it 

did not explicitly state your name, Bai Ruoli with the Crown Prince! 

“Is that so?” 

“That’s right!” The Imperial Tutor chimed in. 

“At that time of Lord Bai’s and the Emperor’s verbal marriage engagement, this old man was also 

present. They said that the Emperor’s most talent martial son will be paired with Wuwei Manor’s most 

outstanding daughter. No one said Bai Ruoli!” 

Huang Yue snorted and coldly ridiculed: “Is that so? Anyway, my daddy is gone. The affairs of that time, 

whatever you claim to be true will be true, no? Besides, I was not born then, so I didn’t even have a 

name. Of course it will be impossible for any names to appear!” 



“You!” 

Stifled by her response, the Imperial Tutor did not know how to refute her because Huang Yueli’s words 

were completely justified! 

In the end, he simply said: “As a stately Imperial Tutor of the fourth realm, would I, this old one deceive 

a little girl like you?” 

These words sounded almost like something a hoodlum would say! 

Huang Yueli sarcastically replied: “Imperial Tutor, if you wish to help your newly appointed female 

disciple, it is better to just say it straightforwardly. Why bother with theatrics? Save yourself from 

despise, and curses of disrespect!” 

An astonished look covered the Imperial Tutor’s face. 

“You……you dare to talk to this senior like so? Who gave you such courage?” 

Honestly, it had been quite some time since the Imperial Tutor was last spoken to in such a way – with a 

finger pointed at his nose! 

Even the Emperor himself spoke to him with courtesy! 

Now, a cultivational wastrel even dare to say so rudely that he was a ‘disrespectful senior’. The Imperial 

Tutor even had a flashing thought that he might have been hallucinating! 

This damned girl….how dare she? 

Even though Huang Yueli saw the outrage in his eyes, she continued to smile widely. 

Didn’t she only scold the old man with a few words? What was there to be afraid of? She burned this old 

man’s beard and also sent a flying dagger to his forehead. Was she not still alive without injury? 

In fact, she could have continued to act pitifully and con Bai Ruoqi from the shadows. 

However, with the various situations happening one after the other, she had lost patience! 

Huang Yueli no longer wished to continue in this crazy and idiotic charade. It was no longer necessary! 

Didn’t they say because of Bai Ruoqi’s crushing strength, she could walk sideways, bully cousin and 

inverting black to white without any price? 

Unfortunately, in front of her Huang Yueli, Bai Ruoqi’s so-called strength, can only be deemed a joke! 

She would like to personally teach Bai Ruoqi an unforgettable lesson. 

And let these people see, who was the true trash! 

Determined with her next course of actions, Huang Yueli did not hold any more hesitations! 

She sneered and said: “Why can’t I speak to you? Merely a fourth realm. If you spoke with reason, then I 

will treat you with respect necessary for a senior. But since you told such lies with your eyes open, I 

refuse to listen any further! ” 



Everyone drew a cold breath! 

Unimaginable, Bai Ruoli had always been timid and cowardly. Yet she was currently saying such things! 

Merely a fourth realm! 

Did she know exactly how rare and powerful fourth realm experts were? 

Chapter 263: There! Is! Still! Me! 

 

In the entire kingdom of South Yue’s history, less than one hundred fourth realm experts were 

recorded! 

However, that the spectators just remembered, this little girl, was the daughter of Bai Liufeng. While 

alive, he was rumored to have reached the seventh realm. 

With such an outstanding father, not being able to put a fourth realm expert in her eyes, 

seemed….seemed, maybe, probably…..quite logical? 

But the problem is, she herself was a good for nothing wastrel ah! 

“Shut up!” 

Seeing the face of the Imperial Tutor, Bai Ruoqi quickly jumped out, blocking the Imperial Tutor. 

“Bai Ruoli, you are mental! In order to marry the Crown Prince, you have the audacity to just say 

anything! My master has already explained to you how the marriage engagement was established. So 

for me to become the Crown Prince’s fiancee is completely justifiable! Yet you dare speak so brazenly 

and rudely. Is it fun?” 

Seeing this, the Imperial Empress also chimed in. 

“Enough, do not bicker. This Royal understands the dissatisfaction, but for the Emperor to act this, is 

also out of consideration to you. With your cultivation, even if married into the Crown Prince’s Palace, it 

is impossible for you to compete against the other side concubines.” 

She paused, then said: “Besides, the engagement that year, this Royal was also present. The Emperor, 

Empress Dowager, were also present. They can all testify for the Imperial Tutor. Would so many people 

lie to you?” 

Looking at the hypocritical smile, Huang Yueli slowly raised the corners of her mouth. 

“Since even the Imperial Empress claimed it is a misunderstanding, then it must be!” 

Believing she was persuaded, the Imperial Empress’ heart let out a breath, “You understand! 

Huang Yueli continued: “In other words, His Royal Highness the Crown Prince fiancee, should be South 

Yue’s most talented young lady. Is that correct?” 

The Imperial Empress did not understand why she would repeat the Imperial Tutor’s words. However, 

those were true so the Imperial Empress nodded. 



“That’s right!” 

Smiling ironically, Huang Yueli turned around and looked at Bai Ruoqi. 

“In that case, I find it weird. If Bai Ruoqi is not the most powerful in South Yue, nor is she the most 

gifted. Why can she become the Imperial Consort?” 

Bai Ruoqi angrily shouted: “What do you mean? I am the most powerful in South Yue and the most 

talented! Just then we all saw that had reached the qi profound realm ninth level at only fifteen years 

old. I also used one move to defeat Liu Yiyi! Who else is my opponent?” 

“So what if you defeat Liu Yiyi?” 

Huang Yue discontentedly said: “Is it only Liu Yiyi the only female cultivator? Maybe there some people 

waiting to challenge you!” 

Bai Ruoqi exaggerated “ha”-ed out, “It’s not waiting to challenge me, but they dare not to! Afterall, none 

of them are my opponents! If you do not believe me, I would like to ask everyone if they are better than 

me. If they are not satisfied with me becoming the Imperial Consort, they are free to challenge me! Who 

is going to come?” 

Her glance circled around the young ladies seated in the audience. 

They all avoided her gaze. Let alone words, no one dared to step out. 

Was she joking. They were not here to suffer abuse. 

Bai Ruoqi was at the qi profound realm ninth level, ninth level! 

Let alone a move, they were not able to contend at all! 

Seeing no one dared to answer, her expression became brighter. 

She cast a sidelong glance to Huang Yueli and said: “Did you see? No one dared to challenge me, 

therefore I am the strongest!” 

“No, there’s still someone here to challenge you.” 

“Who? Who else is there?” 

Huang Yueli stared straight into her eyes and carefully articulated each word: “There! Is! Still! Me!” 

Chapter 264: The funniest words 

 

There! Is! Still! Me! 

Once that remark came out, the banquet hall fell silent for a long period of time. 

With eyes wide open, they subconsciously cleared their ears. They seriously suspected they had all 

misheard! 

The publicly known super-trash, actually wanted to go against a heavenly gifted fourth grade talent? 



This was inconceivable. Simply too impossible! Either everyone made a mistake, or a donkey had kicked 

Bai Ruoli in the head! 

Even Bai Ruoqi was left shocked. And after a moment’s silence, she burst out laughing. “Third sister, 

you….you can’t be? I must have heard wrong, I actually heard you say that you wish to challenge me! ” 

“You did not hear wrong.” Huang Yueli faintly said: “I want to challenge you, right here and right now!” 

Unable to come to an understanding, Bai Ruoqi stared at her with exaggerated eyes. Taking several 

looks from head to bottom, an overjoyed smile curved up from her mouth. 

“I say, third sister, aren’t you a bit too riled up? Are you going to challenge me? Are you joking?” 

Huang Yueli smiled back, “I’m not kidding ah second sister. Could it be….you don’t dare?” 

Everyone’s jaws nearly dropped to the ground. 

Third Young Miss Bai had the courage to ask if she dared to or not? She is looking for death! Never had 

they seen someone looking for death! 

Could it be she was afraid she couldn’t die fast enough, so wished to throw herself onto daggers? 

Bai Ruoqi felt this was even more unexpected, but then she smirked. 

“Third sister, you really want to challenge me? You have to think clearly ah! You can not cultivate, but 

you wish to challenge me with a cultivation at the ninth level of the qi profound realm?” 

“Yes, my mind is very clear.” Looking at the funny and exaggerated expression, Huang Yueli’s voice 

remained calm as always. 

If Bai Ruoyi is really certain, then there was certainly a problem with her third sister’s brain! 

This waste really wanted to challenge her? 

This almost seemed like a very funny joke! 

A waste was a waste. She should tuck her tail and behave with integrity, obediently and marry that 

waste of a Prince. But she dared hold the dream of marrying the Crown Prince? Daring to challenge her, 

a martial genius? 

This was too unbelievable! 

Just as Bai Ruoqi was hesitating whether to say no to such a fine opportunity to beat this waste and to 

retaliate back for the embarrassing herself in the front of the Empress Dowager earlier in the morning! 

This dead girl actually sent herself knocking! 

She can no longer blame her then! 

Even if an arm or leg breaks, Huang Yueli asked for it! 

Bai Ruoqi’s mouth showed a trace of a sinister smile: “Third sister, do not act this way. I know you 

impulsive, so you must think clearly or you will regret it! Although, to the retract the challenges is a very 



disgraceful action, but you are a wastrel. This must be treated differently, and no need to feel 

burdened!” 

On the surface, she persuaded Huang Yueli to retract her challenge, she was goading her on from the 

shadows. 

For people with even if a little bit of pride, after listening such words, they would be too embarrassed to 

shrink back! 

Huang Yue shook his head, smiled: “Second sister, you do not need to persuade me. I will not retract the 

challenge, but on the contrary, you…..you have to think clearly. Otherwise you might be thick-skinned 

and refuse to admit anything after your loss! ” 

“I will lose to you? Refuse to admit?” 

Bai Ruoqi laughed so much that her eyes teared. She then said: “Ok, you make a lot of sense. How about 

we ask His Majesty to bear witness for us?” 

Chapter 265: Cultivation……..Qi profound realm ninth level! (1) 

 

Listening to their conversation, the Emperor’s head swelled up twice its size. 

In fact, he felt that allowing Huang Yueli to wed Prince Yu, would the best possible option for her. 

Everyone else felt so too. He really did not understand why Huang Yueli would disagree. 

Moreover, is there a problem with her brain, challenging Bai Ruoqi like that! 

Did she know what she was doing? 

For ordinary people like her, they could not even poke Bai Ruoqi! 

“Li girl, you really do not have to be so impulsive. Although the Crown Prince is very good, but there are 

other Princes who are dragon amongst men! You do not like Moying? It does not matter! There is still 

Third Prince Mohan, Mohan is also a fourth grade talent and looks very handsome…..” 

With the Emperor’s vigorous marketing, the Third Prince Li Mohan’s face turned more and more ugly. 

In fact, he also wanted to take the talent Bai Ruoqi as his Imperial Consort. But he is far lacking 

compared to his brother! 

Fortunately, Huang Yueli soon refused: “Thank you Your Majesty, but Li’er must challenge second sister 

and properly fight with her!” 

“Hu-” Li Mohan drew cold breath. 

That was the same as being rejected. Compared to his previously mood, Li Mohan became more angry 

and depressed. Li Mohan’s entire expression was like he was fleeing for his life. 

The Emperor had no choice but to make some concessions: “Well, if you must fight, it is not impossible. 

You will first exchange a few blows. However, your strikes must remain light, or it will affect 

relationships and feelings…..” 



The Emperor was afraid that Huang Yueli would suffer serious damage. So he specifically stressed for Ba 

Ruoqi to show mercy. 

Bai Ruoqi immediately showed a look of embarrassment, “Your majesty, in a bout, there are many 

uncontrollable things. If any unexpected occurs, Qi’er can not afford this responsibility ah!” 

Bai Ruo Qi words could be considered reasonable. 

In any match, it is impossible to ensure that both sides remain uninjured. 

The Emperor could only say: “Just be as careful as you can.” 

Bai Ruoqi courtesy answered “yes”, but she quietly smirked. 

This so-called sword without eyes, with the gap between the two so big, to seriously injure that girl 

accidentally would be quite fair and reasonable! 

They slowly walked to the ring, causing the site to erupt in a ruckus. 

Everyone present had been too shocked from all the excitement and stir from the banquet to properly 

conduct themselves in front of the Emperor. 

“My God, is this true? Bai Ruoli that waste will really challenge Bai Ruoqi! ! !” 

“How can such a thing happen? Did water fill Bai Ruoli’s head?” 

“My lord, can she overestimate herself anymore? She is looking for death!” 

Everyone felt that Huang Yueli had definitely gone crazy. 

Not a single person believe that her current actions stated she held the ability to defeat Bai Ruoqi! 

With the results of this competition, everyone’s opinion was the same. There will be no suspense. After 

all, the gap is just far too big too! 

As the audience discussed amongst themselves, two girls stood on the stage facing each other. 

The Imperial Empress opened her mouth and said: “This is a competition, Valiant Martial Manor’s Third 

Young Miss Bai Ruoli challenges Valiant Martial Manor’s Second Young Miss Bai Ruoqi, both of you have 

decided?” 

“I have thought it over, I wish to challenge Bai Ruoqi!” 

“I accept the challenge!” 

Both of them answered without hesitation. 

This the Imperial Empress replied: “In that case, let the competition officially start!” 

In accordance with the friendly competition etiquette, the both sides need to exchange names, and 

politely pay their respect to the opponent. 

Bai Ruoqi smiled casually and spoke first. 



“I am Valiant Martial Manor’s Bai Ruoqi, cultivation at the qi profound realm ninth level, please 

enlighten me!” 

Finishing her words, she contemptuously looked at Huang Yueli, waiting to see how this shamelessly 

thing will introduce herself. 

Huang Yueli returned her look with a cold smile. Lips gently openly, her voice is extremely cold and clear. 

“Valiant Martial Manor Bai Ruoli, cultivation….” 

She paused. 

Everyone’s eyes fell on her, while some people felt embarrassed for her. 

Under the watchful eyes, to introduce yourself is a waste, what kind of spirit did she have! 

“…..cultivation at the qi profound realm ninth level, please enlighten me! 

Chapter 266: Cultivation……..Qi profound realm ninth level! (2) 

 

Finishing her words flatly, Huang Yueli looked at Bai Ruoqi with a composed expression. 

Bai Ruoqi was completely stunned. 

The entire banquet hall had also fallen silent, as everyone fell into shock. 

Not long afterwards, waves of laughter spread through the area. 

“Has this Third Young Miss Bai gone mad? Or is she just delusional?” 

“I reckon she has gone mad. Such a pity, she actually looks quite decent. And to become crazy just like 

that?” 

Bai Ruoqi nearly spit out. 

“I say…..my third sister, if your going to lie, please least make a draft! Seeing that I am at the qi profound 

realm ninth level, you decided to say you are too? Let me tell you, it’s not that simple. You must have 

the corresponding power! Otherwise, without knowing the immensity of the heavens and earth, you will 

only turn yourself into a joke! ” 

Huang Yueli raised her eyebrow: “How do you know…….I did not have the corresponding power?” 

Bai Ruoqi sneered: “How would I not know? Not only do I know, everyone here also knows that my 

Third Young Miss Bai is a cultivational wastrel! Not even mentioning the qi profound realm ninth level, if 

you are able to reach the first level, the sun will be rising from the west!” 

Lifting her head to look up into the sky, Huang Yueli smiled. 

“A pity, it seems that the sun did not rise from the west today!” 

“Rubbish!” Bia Ruoqi continued to sneer and smirk: “The naturally would not rise from the west. So fo 

you have a cultivation at the qi…profound…….realm………” 



Stopping her words midway, she suddenly opened her eyes wide like she had seen a ghost. Rigidly, she 

stared at the young girl in front of her. 

It was like she could not recognise the person in front of her. 

Stepping half a step forwards, Huang Yueli revolved the profound qi inside her and released it out! 

The profound qi quickly dispersed around her, covering the banquet hall with a fine pressure! 

Everyone once again revealed expressions of shock. While some more delicate young ladies could not 

resist against this pressure and went to clutch their stomachs in pain. 

While the people whose cultivations were above Huang Yueli, for example the Imperial Tutor, the 

Emperor and people like the Crown Prince, were even further shocked. They repeatedly shook their 

heads and looked at her, revealing the same stunned expression. 

Only then could they verify, they were not dreaming! 

“Bai Ruoli has already reached……..the qi profound realm ninth level? ?” The Crown Prince’s jaw 

narrowly avoided dropping to the floor. 

“You did not sense wrongly. She has truly the qi profound realm ninth level!” With great effort, the 

Emperor blinked his eyes and voiced his confirmation. But his voice betrayed his true feelings. 

After some time, the Imperial Tutor said to Huang Yueli: “Not only is she at the qi profound realm ninth 

level, her profound qi is extremely pure. Dantian expansive, profound power unmuddled. Many times 

more powerful than ordinary qi profound realm ninth level practitioners!” 

The Imperial Empress grasped the handkerchief within her hands and asked: “But……..how could this 

be? Third Young Miss Bai is a cultivational wastrel. She has undergone many talent tests, all indicating 

she is unable to cultivate? Since when she able to cultivate? Why has she suddenly reached the qi 

profound realm ninth level? ?” 

How could this be? 

Just how did she achieve this? 

This question, hung the minds of everyone single person. 

But, no one could answer this or find the true reason behind all of this. 

Even Li Moying had been left puzzled, as to how this little fox jumped from a waste to cultivational 

genius. 

Nonetheless, when compared to astonished moods of the rest of the audience, he was quite happy. As a 

result, he did not feel any abnormalities with this revelation 

Chapter 267: Cultivation……..Qi profound realm ninth level! (3) 

 

The little woman he liked, of course, she would be a peerless genius. And of course, she could easily 

breakthrough, and of course she could illogically crush all opponents. 



As for why this was the case? Li Moying also did not understand. But he felt there was no need to 

understand. 

Deep in his heart, there seemed to be a voice ——that told him things should be like this, and for the 

many years to come, it will always be the case. 

Very soon, the audience discovered a key point. 

“If I remember correctly, Bai Ruoli…..she is only 14 years old!” 

“Yeah, if you’re a year younger than Bai Ruoqi!” 

“So to say…..a fourteen year old qi profound realm ninth level practitioner? ?” 

Once this remark was made, everyone drew in a cold breath! 

Just now, news of Bai Ruoqi reaching the ninth level at fifteen years is already regarded as an 

unsurpassed genius, sought after in every possible way. Even the Emperor and the Imperial Tutor would 

consider whether she would go to neighboring countries and the consequences that would ensue.. 

Then what about now? 

Huang Yueli was only 14 years old! 

What concept was this? 

From the start of the cultivation path, every year was very precious. Let alone the thought breaking 

through earlier. Just one month, one day earlier would display a very obvious advantage over their 

peers. You can also say that you must seize every second, every moment! 

To achieve a cultivation of the ninth level of the qi profound realm at the age of fifteen, generally only 

fifth grade talents would be able to achieve this. If Bai Ruoqi did not eat that bottle of precious pills, 

there is no possibility of her attaining such heights. 

As for a fourteen-year-old ninth level qi profound realm cultivator….that required a talent of at least the 

sixth level! 

Moreover, over time, at least you could reach the sixth realm, there is hope to advance to the seventh 

realm! 

The seventh realm…..in the entire South Sky Region, is considered monstrous. Able to exterminate 

South Yue with a single wave of their hand! 

That Third Young Miss Bai, South Yue’s most famous waste materials, a big idiot, she….how could she be 

a sixth grade talent? ? 

And when exactly did she transform from a waste to a genius? 

The Emperor looked at Huang Yueli’s beautiful face, his face showing a trace of appreciation as he 

exclaimed: “Li girl is really not simple! Obviously having a sixth grade talent, but to quietly practice for so 

many years. Ignoring all gossip from the outside and finally astonishing everyone today! With such a 

heart…..your future will definitely be grand!” 



The Empress Dowager also happily said: “Ai Jia knows that the daughter of Bai Liufeng…..will surely 

inherit his talent too. How could she be a waste?” 

While the Imperial Empress’, Imperial Tutor and the Crown Prince’s face were very ugly indeed. 

Of course, they would not be happy. After all, they put all attention on Bai Ruoqi, while neglecting the 

true treasure! 

It seems that Bai Ruoqi is by no means a genius; everyone had been too hasty. While in actuality, it is the 

always inconspicuous Third Young Miss Bai! 

Just why did they reject the marriage between the Bai Family’s Third Young Miss! 

Only then were they regretful. 

The crowd discussed this discovery with vigor, all of them voicing their exclamations and praises towards 

Huang Yueli. 

However, what they did not know was Huang Yueli did not painstaking cultivate for a few years for such 

a surprise today. She spent only half an hour to directly rise from the the ranks of an ordinary person ito 

the peak of the qi profound realm! 

If this was revealed, words would not stop at “heaven shocking genius”! 

However, Huang Yueli would not announce such things out. 

She is not a young girl, naturally she knows that some truths must be hidden. 

Chapter 268: Bai Ruoqi vs Huang Yueli (1) 

 

The Soaring Heavens Continent always respected the strong, so a person always needed to show their 

strength in order to gain the respect of their peers. But they must also hide their trump cards! 

People’s hearts were sinister. If outsiders were to learn of her special physique and her heaven defying 

cultivational technique, then she would be in great danger! 

With her current circumstances, it would be perfect if they continued to believe in that assumption. 

She didn’t allow them to see through anything or provoke unwanted trouble. 

In the midst of the hubbub, only one person had a face the colour of a pig’s liver, their body trembling. 

That was Bai Ruoqi! 

She really did not think that the damned girl would really be at the ninth level of the qi profound realm! 

How was this possible? This must be a fake, that damned girl was lying right? 

Bai Ruoqi sorely wished that this is only an illusion, but even the Imperial Tutor confirmed Huang Yueli’s 

cultivation. The Imperial Tutor was a master, so his judgement could not be false. 

Of course more importantly, Huang Yueli was standing right opposite of her. 



More than anyone else, Bai Ruoqi clearly felt the surging qi emitting from Huang Yueli’s body! 

Moreover, Huang Yueli’s profound qi was many times more pure and powerful than hers. Just by calmly 

standing, an incomparable momentum permeated and filled the area with a strong pressure. 

This feeling, did not feel like someone at the peak of the qi profound realm, but more like a powerful 

expert on the level of the Imperial Tutor! 

Bai Ruoqi did not know why she felt this way. But the pressure Huang Yueli inflicted on her was that 

immense! 

Huang Yueli’s cultivation…is in no such way, fake! 

This was simply no way to falsify this. 

But….why? Why was this damned girl on the same level as her? And, from the surge of profound qi, she 

seems to be better than her? 

How could this be? ! How could this be? ? 

Bai Ruo Qi almost crushed her teeth. After awhile of speechlessness, she finally forced out: “You….you 

really are at the ninth level of the qi profound realm? When did you reach this? Why do I not know this? 

?” 

Huang Yueli smiled and said: “I broke through five days ago, just like second sister three days prior? 

Aiyo, I am sorry, I advanced two days earlier than you!” 

Bai Ruoqi was furious. 

“Who asked you this! I ask you, you clearly can cultivate and have such a high talent. Why would you still 

pose as a wastrel? Are you playing with me?” 

Huang Yueli replied particularly innocently: “When did I say that I was a waste? That’s simply your own 

opinion! Obviously your own mind is not good, believing yourself to be infallible. How can you claim that 

I tricked you? You think I like enjoyed being labelled as a wastrel? 

“You…….!” 

Bai Ruoqi was left speechless. 

Right, this damned girl never said she was a wastrel. But was it necessary to verbally confirm such 

things? Everyone has eyes, no? 

However, why could no one can tell she is a genius? Most definitely, she had been scheming from the 

shadows! 

Bai Ruoqi angrily said: “This is clearly intentional. I’m warning you, do not you think from secretly 

cultivation to the ninth level of the qi profound realm is anything! You have never acknowledged a 

master, so your battle ability, you still lacking!” 

Huang Yueli shrugged her shoulders, feeling ridiculous inside. 

Chapter 269: Bai Ruoqi vs Huang Yueli (2) 



 

“I say….second sister, you speak a lot of drivel! I just challenged you and you clearly accepted. You have 

yet to strike and instead you speak such nonsense? If you are afraid, please take the initiative to admit 

defeat. I do not have to fight against you.” 

“You jest? Me afraid of a trash like you?” 

Bai Ruoqi looked at her with ridicule. Blurting out such words without hesitation due to her irritation! 

But she regretted them as soon as they left her mouth. 

Because this damned girl was not a waste. She really was a little scared! 

A fourteen-year-old at the peak qi profound realm and suspected sixth grade talent….. 

This was a super genius that’s several levels above her! 

In her entire life, Bai Ruoqi had never encountered such a brilliant talent. Just thinking about it softened 

her legs. 

If the person were any other sixth grade talent, Bai Ruoqi would have long turned pale from fright 

without any resistance – She would immediately surrender. 

However, standing before her, was the trash of her third sister! Someone she could wantonly decimate, 

the weak and cowardly Bai Ruoli! 

She could lose to anyone but not this little cheap girl! 

To regret and retreat after just accepting the challenge would already be very embarrassing. 

Not to mention, it was against the person she most despised! 

To her, it would be a hundred times more embarrassing in comparison to being killed directly! 

Bai Ruoqi anxiously stared at Huang Yueli, trying hard to suppress the fear in her heart. Inwardly she 

tried to convince herself to fight. 

She did not know how her third sister hid her cultivation. And with any formal learning, therefore, it 

would be impossible for her to learn profound skills. 

Of course, with Bai Liufeng as her father, she assumed he would leave his daughter with a couple 

advanced profound skills and the like. That would explain the fast and ridiculous advancements. 

However, a real battle was completely different from practice! 

Even if two people executed the same skill, different practice methods and applications, would be the 

ultimate deciding factor of the battle! 

This damned girl had no master, so even if Bai Liufeng left any high-level skills for her, no one taught her 

how to use them. With this, coupled with her long-term publicly recognized wastrel title, she could not 

gain any experience from sparring with others. 



So this was the question. Although this damned girl possessed a high cultivation, but did she know how 

to use her profound qi in a fight? 

Considering this question, a smile gradually rose on Bai Ruoqi’s as she discovered this weakness of hers. 

Bai Ruoqi’s mood also became more relaxed. 

Yes, that little slut does not understand how to fight. Did she think high profound qi will allow her to 

win? Much too naive! 

She came to give a lessons to this girl, so she let her know what a real practitioner is like! 

How would the pitiful Bai Ruoqi know, Huang Yueli opposite her, was in no way a rookie fighter? 

Huang Yueli’s combat experience could place her in the top ten of the entire Soaring Heavens Continent. 

But when it came combat perception and talent, she was second only to Mu Chengying! 

Even if there were ten thousand Bai Ruoqis, they still will not be her opponent! 

Making up her mind, Bai Ruoqi immediately stepped over and said: “Since you are saying such things, 

then I will not be polite! Do not blame me for not reminding you, but I have learned the ancestral skills 

of our Bai family – Frost Thorns! This is a black grade middle level profound skill!” 
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“Black grade middle level! The Bai Family actually has a black grade middle level profound skill!” 

“So powerful. Liu Yiyi’s Gale Blades were only at the black grade lower level!” 

“The level of young misses from Valiant Martial Manor, is really a tier higher. Previously, just by 

profound techniques, Bai Ruoqi already won!” 

Cries of surprise rang out around them. Bai Ruoqi becoming more and more smug as she looked at 

Huang Yueli. 

Huang Yueli replied unenthusiastically: “Isn’t it because of my daddy that our Bai Family is able to 

possess a black grade middle level profound skill? Do you think I don’t know it as well?” 

“You? Just learning it for a few days, you dare say you have mastered this technique? Let me tell you, 

only people with the ice attribute can cultivate the Frost Thorns. From what I can see, you have no 

attribute right? Furthermore, this technique has thirty-six different forms! You can learn them all?” 

Bai Ruoqi snorted disdainfully. 

Raising her eyebrow, Huang Yueli exclaimed, “It seems to be quite powerful! Why don’t don’t you 

display it for me to see what a black grade middle level skill is like. And how many forms can you 

execute?” 

Her leisurely attitude was somewhat similar to a teacher guiding a pigheaded student who believed 

themself to be infallible. 

This angered Bai Ruoqi to the point of spitting blood. 



“Haha, actually seeking death. Then I shall let you see! When the time comes and you are injured, don’t 

come and blame me!” 

As Bai Ruoqi said this, she began to prepare her technique. 

As an ice attributed practitioner, after executing the Frost Thorns, the banquet arena’s temperature 

dropped by many degrees. While frost began to form in the area around her with a suction force. 

Furthermore, this forming of ice was done in an instant! 

As Bai Ruoqi performed the hand seals, the ice condensed into piercing thorns covering the earth and 

skies. Then they swept towards Huang Yueli! 

“Bai Ruoli, catch this! Frost Thorns!” 

Huang Yueli greeted this with a frosty gaze. She did not move immediately. 

Seeing her motionless, Bai Ruoqi assumed she had been petrified in fear, unable to move! 

As she was afraid she would not be able to overpower Huang Yueli, while the two were fighting it out, 

she pretended to lose in anger and send this move out! 

Under her predictions, her Frost Thorns and being the first to make a move, there was a ninety-nine 

percent chance that Huang Yueli would be able to react in time. She will most certainly be hit! 

And everything was happening according to her plans. 

This damned girl didn’t even know to move, and didn’t put up any sort of defensive measures. This 

clearly indicated she lacked the tiniest bit of battle experience! 

These Frost Thorns will pierce her any moment now! 

Seeing these Frost Thorns about to reach Huang Yueli, Bai Ruoqi smiled widely. 

However, just as those Frost Thorns were about to make contact, Huang Yueli lightly leaned to the side 

and allowed those thorns to fly past her. 

That tiny movement didn’t even seem all that obvious. Onlookers only saw a shake of her body and in 

the next instant, the Frost Thorns completely bypassed her! 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!” 

The Frost Thorns embedded themselves firmly into the palace walls behind Huang Yueli, filling the 

entirely with clustered icicles. 

Seeing the numerous thorns on the wall, sent shivers down the audiences’ back. 

“Lord, too scary! Bai Ruoqi has already cultivated the Frost Thorn to small mastery right? Only then will 

it have such effects! The palace walls are are very strong, that even if you tried to cut it with a knife, it 

will not leave any cracks. Yet these thorns are able to pierce directly in and create so many holes! If this 

were to land on a human body….” 

 


